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Why We Suck
No Dragons For Tea
To the rescue! Nee-naw, nee-naw! Down at the busy fire station. Brave Firefighter
is ready for any emergency. Press the button to hear the siren, as you play a
special game on every page.--Cover.

The Engine 2 Seven-Day Rescue Diet
With a lively design and easy-to-read text, People Who Help Us introduces young
children to different jobs that help people in their community. All titles feature
bright, engaging illustrations by Andrew Crowson.

When I Grow Up: Firefighter
EARLY LEARNING / EARLY LEARNING CONCEPTS. "Our Helpers" is a wonderful new
series of books explaining the roles of different people who help us everyday in the
community. Each book is based on a real person as the reader follows them
through a typical day at work - what they do, why, and what people they
encounter. We find out the hours they work, what happens at lunchtime, the
equipment they use, and what they like about their jobs.Specially commissioned
photography and clear text make the books friendly and accessible to young
readers, making this a perfect series for introducing pre-school children to what
goes on in the world around them, and how different people contribute in different
ways. Ages 5+.

Popcorn Country
Schiff's photographs capture the shifting architectural styles and missions of the
library, from the very earliest American libraries to the modernist masterpieces of
Louis I. Kahn and others. The sweeping 360-degree panoramas help the viewer
maintain the original vision of the architects. In the introductory essay, Manguel
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considers the story of the library in America, its evolving architecture and cultural
role, and how the American model reflects the archetypal idea of the universal
library.

My Very Brave Firefighter
The runaway New York Times bestselling diet that sparked a health revolution is
simpler and easier to follow than ever! The Engine 2 Diet has sold hundreds of
thousands of copies and inspired a plant-based food revolution. Featuring
endorsements from top medical experts and a food line in Whole Foods Market,
Engine 2 is the most trusted name in plant-based eating. Now Esselstyn is
presenting a powerful, accelerated new Engine 2 program that promises
staggering results in record time. In just one week on THE ENGINE 2 SEVEN-DAY
RESCUE DIET, readers can expect to: Lose weight (up to 14 pounds) Lower total
cholesterol (by 32 points on average) Drop LDL cholesterol (by 22 points on
average) Lower triglycerides (by 75 points on average) Lower blood pressure by an
average of 10/5 points. THE ENGINE 2 SEVEN-DAY RESCUE DIET will bring the
benefits of the Engine 2 program to a whole new audience of readers, by showing
that all it takes is seven days to see incredible and motivating results!

Firefighting in Roanoke
"FrighteningFirestorm comes alive when Struzik discusses the work of offbeat
scientists." --New York Times Book Review "Comprehensive and compelling."
--Booklist "A powerful message." --Kirkus "Should be required reading." --Library
Journal In the spring of 2016, the world watched as wildfire ravaged the Canadian
town of Fort McMurray. Firefighters named the fire "the Beast." It seemed to be
alive with destructive energy, and they hoped never to see anything like it again.
Yet it's not a stretch to imagine we will all soon live in a world in which fires like the
Beast are commonplace. In Firestorm, Edward Struzik confronts this new reality,
offering a deftly woven tale of science, economics, politics, and human
determination. It's possible for us to flourish in the coming age of megafires--but it
will take a radical new approach that requires acknowledging that fires are no
longer avoidable. Living with fire also means, Struzik reveals, that we must better
understand how the surprising, far-reaching impacts of these massive fires will
linger long after the smoke eventually clears.

Made to Stick
An introduction to the people who look after us in an emergency.

Busy People: Builder
Weekly World News
Peterson offers an illuminating step-by-step examination of the history and science
behind popcorn. With photographs illustrating every stage, readers get a behindthe-scenes view of how popcorn is planted, grown, harvested, processed, tested,
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and finally shipped to stores and movie theaters all over the world. Full color.

People Who Help Us
With a lively design and easy-to-read text, People Who Help Us introduces young
children to different jobs that help people in their community. All titles feature
bright, engaging illustrations by Andrew Crowson.

Police and Firefighters
Kids coloring book about Police and Firefighters. I know when i was a kid I wanted
to be a Police man. Delight a child you know who more than likely wants to be a
Policeman or a Fire fighter . The book is loaded with easy fun to color pages that
kids just love. Buy an extra one for another child you know, they will be so excited
to receive a book like this loaded with hours of fun.

Firefighters
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The instant classic about why some ideas thrive,
why others die, and how to improve your idea’s chances—essential reading in the
“fake news” era. Mark Twain once observed, “A lie can get halfway around the
world before the truth can even get its boots on.” His observation rings true: Urban
legends, conspiracy theories, and bogus news stories circulate effortlessly.
Meanwhile, people with important ideas—entrepreneurs, teachers, politicians, and
journalists—struggle to make them “stick.” In Made to Stick, Chip and Dan Heath
reveal the anatomy of ideas that stick and explain ways to make ideas stickier,
such as applying the human scale principle, using the Velcro Theory of Memory,
and creating curiosity gaps. Along the way, we discover that sticky messages of all
kinds—from the infamous “kidney theft ring” hoax to a coach’s lessons on
sportsmanship to a vision for a new product at Sony—draw their power from the
same six traits. Made to Stick will transform the way you communicate. It’s a fastpaced tour of success stories (and failures): the Nobel Prize-winning scientist who
drank a glass of bacteria to prove a point about stomach ulcers; the charities who
make use of the Mother Teresa Effect; the elementary-school teacher whose
simulation actually prevented racial prejudice. Provocative, eye-opening, and often
surprisingly funny, Made to Stick shows us the vital principles of winning
ideas—and tells us how we can apply these rules to making our own messages
stick. BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Chip Heath and Dan Heath's
Switch.

My Mummy is a Firefighter
Dr. Ali Torveau knows just how fragile life can be--she sees death and tragedy
every day in the trauma unit. Battling the dark forces of fate is her life's work and
she doesn't want or need anything else, certainly nothing as transient as love.
Plenty of women try to change her mind, but she never has any trouble saying no.
Not until the day firefighter Beau Cross shows up in her ER and sets Ali's carefully
ordered world aflame.
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102 Minutes
In the first intstallment of the Dragon Safety Series, a dragon’s flame-filled tea
party turns into a rhyming and reassuring lesson in fire safety.

Bad Love
Child and Adolescent Psychology provides an accessible and thorough introduction
to human development by integrating insights from typical and atypical
development. This integration cements understanding since the same processes
are involved. Knowledge about atypical development informs the understanding of
typical development, and knowledge about typical development is a necessary
basis for understanding atypical development and working with children with
disorders. Based on international research, and informed by biological, social and
cultural perspectives, the book provides explanations of developmental
phenomena, with a focus on how children and adolescents at different age levels
actually think, feel and act. Following a structure by topic, with chronological
developments within each chapter, von Tetzchner presents and contrasts the
major theoretical ideas in developmental psychology and discusses their
implications for different aspects of development. He also integrates information
about sensory, physical and cognitive disabilities and the main emotional and
behavioral disorders of childhood and adolescence, and the developmental
consequences of these disabilities and disorders. Child and Adolescent Psychology
is accompanied by online resources for lecturers and students to enhance the
book, including essay questions for each chapter, Powerpoint slides and multiplechoice questions. The book and companion website will prove invaluable to
developmental psychology students.

Police Officer
Nurture a child's natural curiosity with this quirky book about the jobs people do,
which won the SLA Information Book Award 2020, for age 7 and under! Think of a
person who does a heroic job. Perhaps you're thinking of a firefighter who puts out
burning buildings, or a doctor who makes sick people better? These people are
definitely heroes, but our world is full of lots of amazing people whose job it is to
help us. From park rangers to police officers and from librarians to lifeguards, the
heroes who help us are everywhere! Readers will love spotting the similarities and
differences between the people and places that are familiar and those that are new
to them. It opens up opportunities for talking about interesting careers, diversity
and positive role models and will inspire them to become 'everyday heroes'
through kindness and compassion. Our heroes in action are beautifully illustrated
and accompanied by easy-to-read text, which is great for sharing with a child as
they learn to read. It is perfect for more confident readers who can read alone. A
truly inclusive and positive book, Heroes Who Help Us represents the diversity of
people on our planet and celebrates Earth's infinite varieties of race, gender,
ethnicity and abilities. From Botswana to Brazil and from Nepal to New Zealand,
many countries from the six inhabited continents are included, and every child
reading this book should be able to find themselves represented in some way.
Perfect for children aged 5+ who are learning about values and citizenship and for
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curious minds eager to find out a little more about the amazing people in our
world.

Made to Stick: Why Some Ideas Survive and Others Die
Lose weight, lower cholesterol, significantly reduce the risk of disease, and become
physically fit--in just 4 weeks. Professional athlete-turned-firefighter Rip Esselstyn
is used to responding to emergencies. So, when he learned that some of his fellow
Engine 2 firefighters in Austin, TX, were in dire physical condition-several had
dangerously high cholesterol levels (the highest was 344!)-he sprang into action
and created a life-saving plan for the firehouse. By following Rip's program,
everyone lost weight (some more than 20 lbs.), lowered their cholesterol (Mr. 344's
dropped to 196), and improved their overall health. Now, Rip outlines his proven
plan in this book. With Rip as your expert coach and motivator, you'll transform
your body and lifestyle in a month. His plant-powered eating plan is based on a
diet of whole foods, including whole grains, fresh fruits, vegetables, legumes, nuts,
and seeds. This invaluable guide features: Dozens of easy, mouthwatering recipesfrom pancakes to pizza, Tex-Mex favorites to knockout chocolate desserts-that will
keep you looking forward to every bite Pantry-stocking tips will take the panic out
of inevitable cravings and on-the-fly meals Guidelines on menu choices that will
allow you to eat out, wherever and whenever you want Rip's simple, firefighterinspired exercise program that will boost your metabolism and melt your fat away.
Medically approved, easy-to-follow, and amazingly effective, this diet is designed
for anyone who wants to make heroic strides in his or her health, weight, and wellbeing-all without heroic effort. "Want to be as strong as a Texas firefighter? Or as
healthy as a professional triathlete? Then follow the wonderful advice of Rip
Esselstyn, who is both. His book can save your life--whether you're a man or a
woman. Highly recommended!" -Dean Ornish, M.D., Founder and President,
Preventive Medicine Research Institute, Clinical Professor of Medicine, U of
California, SF, author, Dr. Dean Ornish's Program for Reversing Heart Disease

The Library Book
The Roanoke Fire Department's history began in 1882 when the first firefighters
were organized by the newly chartered City of Roanoke. The volunteer fire
companies such as the Vigilants, Juniors, Friendship, and Alerts provided protection
against fire for the city. Roanoke began paying firefighters in about 1903; they
were usually drivers to get the horses and steam engines ready for when the
volunteers showed up. In 1907, the last of the volunteers disbanded in a show of
solidarity to the city, and the Roanoke Fire Department became fully paid. The
department doubled in size in 1936 when a second platoon was added and grew
again in 1972 when the third platoon was added. The Roanoke Fire Department
continued to protect the citizens and visitors of Roanoke City up until 1995 when it
merged with Roanoke City EMS to form the Roanoke Fire-EMS Department. In
Firefighting in Roanoke, the history of this 125-year-old local service tradition is
told.

I Am! I Can!: A preschool curriculum
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The New York Times bestseller We Were Liars is now available as a not-to-bemissed hardcover deluxe edition! Whether you know how it ends (shh . . . don’t
tell!) or have let too many seasons go by without discovering the truth about the
Liars for yourself, you will want to get your hands on the exclusive new content in
this deluxe edition. And act fast: the first printing is signed by the author! A
beautiful and distinguished family. A private island. A brilliant, damaged girl; a
passionate, political boy. A group of four friends—the Liars—whose friendship turns
destructive. A revolution. An accident. A secret. Lies upon lies. True love. The truth.
We Were Liars is a modern, sophisticated suspense novel from National Book
Award finalist and Printz Award honoree E. Lockhart. In addition to the bestselling
novel, the collector’s edition includes: · Never-before-shared letters from Gat to
Cadence · A fascinating behind-the-scenes look at the author’s creative process ·
The author’s hand-drawn map of Beechwood Island and the Sinclair family tree ·
Unique ideas for book discussions—Sinclair family–style · An excerpt from E.
Lockhart’s upcoming novel Genuine Fraud—a psychological thriller that will leave
you breathless Read it. And if anyone asks you how it ends, just LIE. Praise for We
Were Liars: 20 Weeks on the New York Times Bestseller List “Haunting,
sophisticated . . . a novel so twisty and well-told that it will appeal to older readers
as well as to adolescents.” —The Wall Street Journal “A rich, stunning summer
mystery with a sharp twist that will leave you dying to talk about the book with a
pal or ten.” —Parade.com “Thrilling, beautiful, and blisteringly smart, We Were
Liars is utterly unforgettable.” —John Green, #1 New York Times bestselling author
of The Fault in Our Stars “You’re going to want to remember the title. Liars details
the summers of a girl who harbors a dark secret, and delivers a satisfying, but
shocking twist ending.” —Entertainment Weekly “An ambitious novel with an
engaging voice, a clever plot and some terrific writing.” —The New York Times
Book Review “No one should be talking about the shocking twist ending. What we
can talk about is . . . [Lockhart’s] razor-sharp portrayal of a family for whom
keeping up appearances is paramount and, ultimately, tragic.” —Chicago Tribune

The Engine 2 Diet
Step inside the lives of Busy People. Each story focuses on a different character as
they go about their daily work. Each day holds a new challenge For the builder in
this story, it's the task of completing the family home in time and to specification with the family on hand to monitor progress! Next Steps are included at the back
of the book to prompt further discussion and develop vocabulary. More information
is provided about the Busy People and the type of equipment they need as well as
the characters that work alongside them.

Police
An introduction to the people who look after us in an emergency.

Firefighter
What's it like to be a firefighter? Perhaps one day you might like to become a
firefighter too? In this book you will meet our firewoman, Leanne - and some of her
colleagues - and see what she does at work every day. Find out what it is like to
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ride in a fire engine, all about the kit she uses and what happens when they attend
fires and accidents. Brilliant introductory books for very young readers that follow
real professionals around their place of work to give a flavour of what it means to
work in a particular job.

My Mom Is a Firefighter
What's it like to be a firefighter? Perhaps one day you might like to become a
firefighter too? In this book you will meet our firewoman, Leanne - and some of her
colleagues - and see what she does at work every day. Find out what it is like to
ride in a fire engine, all about the kit she uses and what happens when they attend
fires and accidents. Brilliant introductory books for very young readers that follow
real professionals around their place of work to give a flavour of what it means to
work in a particular job. Perfect for readers aged 5 and up.

Blue Smoke
Kate Meader’s blazing Hot in Chicago firefighter series has “everything you want in
a romance” (RT Book Reviews, Top Pick)! The flames of desire burn out of control
in this sexy third novel when ex-lovers unexpectedly reunite for a sizzling affair
that will have the director yelling, “Quiet on the set!” Actor Molly Cade, America’s
fallen sweetheart, finally has her shot at a Hollywood comeback with a dramatic
new role as a tough-as-nails firefighter that promises to propel her back to the big
time and restore her self-respect. Wyatt Fox, resident daredevil at Engine Co. 6,
needs a low-key job to keep him busy while he recovers from his latest rescue
stunt. Consulting on a local movie shoot should add just enough spark to his day.
Especially when in struts Molly Cade: the woman who worked his heart over good,
and then left him in the Windy City dust. Their story is straight out of a script:
irrepressible, spunky heroine meets taciturn, smoldering hero. But these two
refuse to be typecast, and when the embers of an old love are stoked, someone is
bound to get burned…

Star in Your Own Story: Firefighter
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The instant classic about why some ideas thrive,
why others die, and how to improve your idea’s chances—essential reading in the
“fake news” era. Mark Twain once observed, “A lie can get halfway around the
world before the truth can even get its boots on.” His observation rings true: Urban
legends, conspiracy theories, and bogus news stories circulate effortlessly.
Meanwhile, people with important ideas—entrepreneurs, teachers, politicians, and
journalists—struggle to make them “stick.” In Made to Stick, Chip and Dan Heath
reveal the anatomy of ideas that stick and explain ways to make ideas stickier,
such as applying the human scale principle, using the Velcro Theory of Memory,
and creating curiosity gaps. Along the way, we discover that sticky messages of all
kinds—from the infamous “kidney theft ring” hoax to a coach’s lessons on
sportsmanship to a vision for a new product at Sony—draw their power from the
same six traits. Made to Stick will transform the way you communicate. It’s a fastpaced tour of success stories (and failures): the Nobel Prize-winning scientist who
drank a glass of bacteria to prove a point about stomach ulcers; the charities who
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make use of the Mother Teresa Effect; the elementary-school teacher whose
simulation actually prevented racial prejudice. Provocative, eye-opening, and often
surprisingly funny, Made to Stick shows us the vital principles of winning
ideas—and tells us how we can apply these rules to making our own messages
stick. BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Chip Heath and Dan Heath's
Switch.

Easy Art Projects for Every Month of the School Year
Child and Adolescent Psychology
Here to Help: Firefighter
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Finalist for the PEN/USA Award in Creative
Nonfiction, the Thurber Prize for American Humor, and the Audie Award in
Biography/Memoir This Random House Reader’s Circle edition includes a reading
group guide and a conversation between Firoozeh Dumas and Khaled Hosseini,
author of The Kite Runner! “Remarkable . . . told with wry humor shorn of
sentimentality . . . In the end, what sticks with the reader is an exuberant
immigrant embrace of America.”—San Francisco Chronicle In 1972, when she was
seven, Firoozeh Dumas and her family moved from Iran to Southern California,
arriving with no firsthand knowledge of this country beyond her father’s glowing
memories of his graduate school years here. More family soon followed, and the
clan has been here ever since. Funny in Farsi chronicles the American journey of
Dumas’s wonderfully engaging family: her engineer father, a sweetly quixotic
dreamer who first sought riches on Bowling for Dollars and in Las Vegas, and later
lost his job during the Iranian revolution; her elegant mother, who never fully
mastered English (nor cared to); her uncle, who combated the effects of American
fast food with an army of miraculous American weight-loss gadgets; and Firoozeh
herself, who as a girl changed her name to Julie, and who encountered a second
wave of culture shock when she met and married a Frenchman, becoming part of a
one-couple melting pot. In a series of deftly drawn scenes, we watch the family
grapple with American English (hot dogs and hush puppies?—a complete mystery),
American traditions (Thanksgiving turkey?—an even greater mystery, since it
tastes like nothing), and American culture (Firoozeh’s parents laugh uproariously at
Bob Hope on television, although they don’t get the jokes even when she
translates them into Farsi). Above all, this is an unforgettable story of identity,
discovery, and the power of family love. It is a book that will leave us all
laughing—without an accent. Praise for Funny in Farsi “Heartfelt and hilarious—in
any language.”—Glamour “A joyful success.”—Newsday “What’s charming beyond
the humor of this memoir is that it remains affectionate even in the weakest, most
tenuous moments for the culture. It’s the brilliance of true sophistication at
work.”—Los Angeles Times Book Review “Often hilarious, always interesting . . .
Like the movie My Big Fat Greek Wedding, this book describes with humor the
intersection and overlapping of two cultures.”—The Providence Journal “A
humorous and introspective chronicle of a life filled with love—of family, country,
and heritage.”—Jimmy Carter “Delightfully refreshing.”—Milwaukee Journal
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Sentinel “[Funny in Farsi] brings us closer to discovering what it means to be an
American.”—San Jose Mercury News

Made to Stick
Sparking the Fire
Covers staff training, curriculum, and health and safety

Heroes Who Help Us From Around the World
The New York Times bestseller One of America’s most original and biting comic
satirists, Denis Leary takes on all the poseurs, politicians, and pop culture icons
who have sucked in public for far too long. Sparing no one, Leary zeroes in on the
ridiculous wherever he finds it—his Irish Catholic upbringing, the folly of celebrity,
the pressures of family life, and the great hypocrisy of politics—with the same
bright, savage, and profane insight he brought to his critically acclaimed one-man
shows No Cure for CancerLock ’n Load. Proudly Irish-American, defiantly working
class, with a reserve of compassion for the underdog and the overlooked, Leary
delivers blistering diatribes that are both penetrating social commentary with no
holds barred and laugh-out-loud funny. As always, Leary’s impassioned comic
perspective in Why We Suck is right on target. Leary is the star and co-creator of
the Emmy-nominated television show Rescue Me.

Popcorn
An introduction to the people who look after us in an emergency.

We Were Liars Deluxe Edition
At 8.46 am on September 11, 2001, 14,000 people were inside the Twin Towers in
New York - reading emails, making calls, eating croissants over the next 102
minutes each would become part of the most infamous and deadly terrorist attack
in history, one truly witnessed only by the people who lived through it - until
now.Of the millions of words written about that unforgettable day when Al Qaeda
attacked the western world, most have been from outsiders. New York
Timesreporters Jim Dwyer and Kevin Flynn have taken the more revealing
approach - using real-life testimonies to report solely from the perspective of those
inside the towers. 102 Minutesis the epic account of ordinary men and women
whose lives were changed forever in this kamikaze act of terrorism. This unique
book about unique people, includes incredible stories of bravery, courage and
overcoming unbelievable odds. Immortalised in this non-fiction masterpiece are
the construction manager and his colleagues who pried open the doors and saved
dozens of people in the north tower; the police officer who was a few blocks away,
filing his retirement papers, but grabbed his badge and sprinted to the buildings;
the window washer stuck in a lift fifty floors up who used a squeegee to escape;
and the secretaries who led an elderly man down eighty-nine flights of
stairs.Chance encounters, moments of grace, a shout across an office shaped
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these minutes, marking the border between fear and solace, staking the boundary
between life and death. Crossing a bridge of voices to go inside the infernos,
seeing cataclysm and herosim one person at a time, Dwyer and Flynn tell the
affecting, authoritative saga of the men and women - the 12,000 who escaped and
the 2,749 who perished at Ground Zero on September 11th 2001 - as they made
102 minutes count as never before.

Trauma Alert
Pursuing a career as an arson unit investigator after a fire destroys her family's
pizzeria, Reena Hale embarks on a relationship with Bo Goodnight and finds herself
targeted by a ruthless arsonist who taunts her with threatening phone calls and a
string of violent crimes. Reprint.

Here to Help: Firefighter
Funny in Farsi
Rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of supermarket tabloid publishing,
the Weekly World News has been the world's only reliable news source since 1979.
The online hub www.weeklyworldnews.com is a leading entertainment news site.

Fireman
Ambulance Crew
With Star in Your Own Story personalised board books, just pull out the slot-in card,
write your child's name, slot it back in and watch them become the star of the
book! Ring the alarm and rush to the rescue - be a FIREFIGHTER!

Firestorm
Billy spends time with his "second family" at the Floral Avenue firehouse where his
mother works, and dreams of growing up to be a firefighter just like her.
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